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~ The Journey of the Magi ~
It is one of the oldest and most well-known stories of our time that
presents a challenge to even the most talented and creative of writers,
it is of course The Nativity. Redhouse has in previous years presented
us with updated versions of the mystery plays and theatrical
productions that fuse the genres of nativity and courtroom drama so it
was with no small amount of anticipation that this reviewer waited to
see what Redhouse would produce to lead us into the new decade. It
did not disappoint. 2019 was the year of the magi. Three wise men.
Redhouse, with his finger ever on the pulse, immediately challenges
our preconceptions by casting two celebrated female actors in the role
of two of the wise 'men'. It was a take on a modern day 'road-trip' film,
reminding us all in the run-up to the holiday season how testing it can
be to take long, tedious journeys with those we love let alone people
we are only partially acquainted with. The barely suppressed irritation
that Earnshaw expressed towards Howes when time after time their
plans did not lead to fruition had strong parallels to poorly planned car

journeys where tensions are running high and all that is needed to
ignite the tinder is an ill-timed comment, "would you like me to drive?"
Garner, the third of the magi, represented the silent partner. Played
with such subtly that it was hard to discern whether he really was a

relaxed and laid back astrologer or whether he was just so desperate
to keep the peace that he would acquiesce to any and all suggestions.
Howes Snr showed his ability to adapt to a variety of roles. This
reviewer particularly enjoyed the social commentary on the mother,
who in a modern day setting would almost certainly have triggered the
social services threshold, and yet in this setting one could almost
sympathise with her, who would not exchange having another mouth to
feed for a large sack of gold?

Howes' Herod, skilfully walked the line between pantomime and
sinister, while the Hamilton brothers provided fabulous comic relief. The

younger Hamilton displays excellent comic timing and the older
Hamilton shows a great aptitude for characterisation. This reviewer
greatly looks forward to following their careers in the future.
The denouement was classic Redhouse, the marrying of two entirely
different Christmas traditions. Why shouldn't the Wise Men have
arrived like Father Christmas, wearing Coca Cola endorsed red suits
with white fur trimming, down a chimney in the stable in Bethlehem?

This review would not be complete without reference to Carole Walker.
Although a physical representation of the star was not represented
surely this was rectified by the star like quality with which Carole took
to the stage at every pronouncement of her name with a musical
flourish provided by the very talented, though perhaps less well-known,
Welford on the piano.
Hats off to you all. I am afraid to say that this humble reviewer cannot
do justice to this wonderful performance with mere words.
All I can say is perhaps we will be treated to another theatrical
performance before Easter, which is too long for this reviewer to wait.
Rachel Garner

Editorial Note: Below is printed the text of the finale to the show,
scripted by Andy, sung with gusto by the cast and too good to waste.
Our play is ended
The story has been a little bended:
The wise men should have been more frugal,
And found some bargain gifts on Google.
And Herod's really quite disgusting,
So why is he so very trusting?
And why's the stable got a chimney?
And when's a Carol(e) not a hymney?
The plot was lost perhaps and maybe,
When Quinn and Rory dropped the baby,
Or when the wise men thought it over
And chose a different single mother.
Who knew the innkeeper had banter
Or that the third wise man was Santa?
We know the story's quite confusing
After a week that's been quite bruising.......*
But even so you would have missed us And so we wish you Merry Christmas.
*The show was performed on 15th December.

~ The Lectern ~
In the last Christward I printed an article on our Lectern which our then
minister, Eric Bray, had written at the time of its commissioning. Eric
having read the magazine sent me an email with his comments.
Dear Alan,
I was very flattered to open Christward and see what appears to be a
piece from me repeated from a very long time ago. I’m not sure it was
printed at the time or represents a draft but am happy to stand by it
especially because you used it to stress points about not being afraid
of the present or the future and how to go quietly along offering signs of
the divine presence whether comprehended or not. Am I not right that
this fits well with Gwyneth’s article in the July edition which I so much

enjoyed. I have thought for a while that rather than make efforts at
relevance for people we only imagine to exist we should simply
express and embody our faith in our own cultural context. You should
remove to a strange city and try to find a place to worship that includes
a person like me.
When Gwyneth says “The worst thing we could do would be to move
away from what is precious to those who make up the core…in the
hope of appealing to others who just don’t have much interest in joining
us now” how strongly I agree even though a tiny voice somewhere
inside me whispers, ”Beware the sweet selected few” and I reply to it
slightly unconvincingly, “Calvinism, rightly understood, isn’t the worst
thing in the world”.{Try Marilynne Robinson’s “The Givenness of
Things”.)
I think I would now expand the points I made about the lettering, the
Greek and the Word, to include the thought that this kind of calligraphy
links us with our Protestant tradition and with the image-free Abrahamic
traditions of Judaism and Islam even if it permits people to see us as
iconoclastic. We inhabit an image dominated culture in which we even
distribute thousands of pictures of our mundane activities and the
minute stages of the development of our admittedly very special
children. Within this culture we are very aware that images can be
misinterpreted or doctored to create a different impression. The main
purpose of our place of worship is not to witness the Mass at the altar
but to let the congregation hear the Word of God. God is present, not
mediated through an image or via a priest, but approachably as word.
Millions of Jewish, Muslim and Christian children have spent trillions of
hours learning Hebrew, Arabic and even English so that they recognise
and can hear that word. Like the ever burning lamp before the ark
where the Torah is kept in Synagogue or the Mosque lamp inscribed for
all to see with a verse from the Qur’an as it hangs over worshippers,
our lectern centres us together on the Word.
We had just returned from Llandudno, the town the very picture of
fissiparous dissent full as it is of chapels of every ecclesiastical design
mostly the eyesore type but mercifully united as always in song, where
one can enjoy world class opera for a lot less than in Manchester and

shared with an audience totally lacking in the real or imagined elitism of
the city, when I opened Christward.
Sunday service was on Radio 4 and they were singing one of my
favourites “Angel voices ever singing” with that great line “Craftsman’s
art and music’s measure” which I had quoted in the article years ago.
That same afternoon Choral Evensong on Radio 3 had “All my hope
on God is founded” which reminds me of Union Chapel because the
tune sung was “Michael” and a Welford comes to mind and because I
had chosen it for my last service and had to alter it when the infamous
“9/11” happened and I felt the line “Tower and temple come to dust”
was a bit too much. It moves me too for I chose it for the Funeral
Service of my best friend and colleague and it seemed that the word
“fall” or “falling” had invaded every aspect of it. What a rambling old
fool our retired minister is you may well think. I would say he has fallen
into a stream of consciousness reflecting on the meaning of
coincidence and concluding that when so many things fit together so
well it makes you feel you might be on the right lines! Or possibly
simply drowning.
To return to the theme of chapel furnishings which seems to be the
thing I am remembered for to my great surprise. I thought at the time
that the circular communion table decorated with the symbolic grapes
and grain roundel was novel and spoke of the nature of our community
in a new and original way. Wrong alas! Jonathan on business in
London sent me a picture and asked me to guess which Wren church it
was. I don’t suppose he was fooled by the fact that I got it right. Even
I can google. St Stephen's Walbrook. Damaged in the war its
authorities risked commissioning Henry Moore to devise a statement
about belief in the form of an altar. Chad Varah had founded the
Samaritans there and the City of London surrounded it. They wanted
the building to say something about how they saw the gospel in
relation to all this. So Moore chose a centrally placed altar made of
marble from the same quarry used by Michelangelo. This was a place
for people to gather around where God could be found at the centre.
This great cylindrical table of rock, eight feet across, weighing several
tons was objected to and caused great controversy. The judges of the

highest court of the Church of England finally found that it could be
regarded as acceptable.
Our simple but graceful table designed and made by a local craftsman
and artist at rather less than the price of St Stephen’s still makes the
same impression. Long may it stand in the middle of what happens at
Union Chapel making the point that we are centred together
somewhere beyond ourselves. Perhaps even on the Rock of Ages.
Maybe all that is needed now is a small Royal Exchange shaped
Theatre of Worship with life changing texts around the walls like
Coventry Cathedral’s magnificently carved ones.
Yours
Eric

~ Snippets of Hebrew ~
Cain and Punishment
When I was at school, the head teacher had a “Cane and Punishment”
book in which misdemeanours and punishments were recorded.
Genesis chapter 4 is a similar record. There ends the similarity with this
article.
When Cain and Abel had offered their sacrifices, Abel’s sacrifice was
accepted and Cain’s was not. Cain reacted badly to this rejection, so
God said to him….

Genesis 4 verse 7: “If you do well, will you not be accepted? And if you
do not do well, sin is crouching at the door; its desire is for you, but you
must master it.”
One might think the promise of ruling over sin is an interesting
theological point, but I will leave that alone! Also, perhaps it was not
just the sacrifice of the wrong thing that seems to be at stake. Certainly
after the event, acceptance or rejection seem to depend on doing well,
whatever that means, although it must include not murdering Abel.
However, Abel was murdered and God cross examined Cain over his
deed which resulted in the famous reply to the question “Where is thy
brother?” And Cain’s reply was “Am I my brother’s keeper?”
v10 “ And the Lord said, “What have you done? The voice of your
brother’s blood is crying to me from the ground.”
And now, following the Divine observations, are the consequences.
Note the similarity to the curse Adam and Eve heard about the tilling of
the ground.
v11: ” And now you are cursed from the ground, which has opened its
mouth to receive your brother’s blood from your hand. When you till the
ground, it shall no longer yield to you its strength; you shall be a
fugitive and a wanderer on the earth.”
Does this mean the earth will not yield any crops for him? Being a
fugitive and a wanderer suggests he won’t stop anywhere long enough
to plant anything and reap the results. So would he ever know the
earth would not yield anything? At this point, Cain says the words “My
punishment is greater than I can bear.” And he lists all the
consequences including the observation that he shall be hid from
God’s face.
Cain said to the Lord, “My punishment is greater than I can bear.
14 Behold, thou hast driven me this day away from the ground; and
from thy face I shall be hidden; and I shall be a fugitive and a wanderer
on the earth, and whoever finds me will slay me.” 15 Then the Lord
said to him, “Not so! If any one slays Cain, vengeance shall be taken
on him sevenfold.” And the Lord put a mark on Cain, lest any who
came upon him should kill him. 16 Then Cain went away from the
presence of the Lord, and dwelt in the land of Nod, east of Eden.”

However, the Hebrew does not say that Cain’s punishment is greater
than he can bear, it says his evil is greater than he can bear. Cain, it
seems suffers the pain from becoming aware of the significance of
what he has done, and what was in him to do it. He was the first
human born, to be overwhelmed by anything. He must have wondered
whatever had got into him.
Although the context suggests he might think that his punishment is
greater than he can bear, and the translators reinforced this by taking
the easy way out for readability, the text hints at something rather
deeper, and is in keeping with Hebrew literature in general which points
to greater depths in its stories than might be seen at first reading. Yet
again, the brilliance of storytelling with extremely sparse details turns
out to be richer than it first appeared.
Psychologically I think this story is about sacrifice, delayed gratification,
or the lack thereof, and life going wrong and being overwhelmed by the
results and desperate efforts to restore order from chaos which is selfinflicted. Even when we do not do well, we can recover by ruling over
it, rather than it ruling us!
Geoff Walker

~ Church Social : 12th October 2019~
A big thanks to all who came to the autumn social on 12 October
whether they led, participated, provided food, washed up or sat and
listened! The evening was a treat.
We started the evening with the jazz band who meet in the Chapel on
Thursdays and although audience numbers were initially small, they
gradually grew and we were entertained by a variety of songs and
pieces from their extensive traditional jazz repertoire.
We were provided with a substantial varied buffet before moving into
entertainment by Opanka, a folk dance group who meet in the large
hall on Sunday evenings. They performed some intricate dancing and
then gave the challenge for us to join them- in some rather more
simple circle dances which involved many of the audience.
The final group to provide entertainment of the evening was
Drumroots, a group of drummers using djembe drums and also other
percussion. They meet on Tuesday evenings in the large hall. They
generated a huge sound, which was captivating not only because of

the volume but the because of the complexity of the rhythms and the
drive of the music. It was a delight to see two children of the drummers
dancing freely to the music in the space in front of the drummers,
adding to the power and beauty of the performance. More was to
come. The drummers had brought extra djembes for some of the
audience to play and together they formed a large circle of drummers
who learnt some basic patterns and techniques and provided a rousing
end to the evening.
The last couple of years have seen uncertainty about the future of the
buildings on our site. For me it was a delight to see three thriving active
groups who regularly make use of what our site can offer- a sprung
floor on the stage of the large hall for dancing for Opanka; the body of
the large hall suitable for the drummers whose group is expanding; and
the Chapel building with suitable size and acoustics for the jazz group
to continue enjoying meeting after a considerable number of years. It is
a strong reminder of what we as a church can facilitate and support.
There were about 60 people there, from our and other churches, and
other groups who use the building apart from the ‘performing’ groups.
Comments I have gathered from those who came:
How lovely it was to see people from different groups who use the
premises meeting each other when usually their paths do not cross.
Good to see so many people obviously feeling at home in the buildingwhether they were dancing in the middle of the Chapel, or helping clear
up and wash up afterwards!
I met many people I had not had the chance to see and talk to before
Great opportunity to see a bit more of what happens in the buildings
during the week.
What a warm, family atmosphere.

Margaret Garner

~ ‘Guard your language’: military metaphors ~
I spoke a bit about metaphors in a second session a few months ago,
after reading a book; ‘Metaphors we live by’ by George Lakoff and
Mark Johnson (Chicago 1980).
The book discusses in detail how metaphors work and how they are
not ‘merely language’ but also influence thoughts and attitudes.

Using a particular metaphor obscures other ways of looking at an
issue.
I was reminded of the concept again as David and I prepared the
service for Remembrance Sunday and I started to think about how
deeply military metaphors are ‘entrenched’ in our language.
During the second session we were reflecting on the difficulties of
obtaining and keeping peace and how this really needs to start with- or
within -the individual and then move out into relationships with others.
I think my first move is to try and watch my language and learn to
notice where I am using military metaphors and look for alternatives.
This starts with ‘embed’ instead of ‘entrench’. Embed actually carries
some positive, horticultural type resonances.
The title of this article, of course, is also a military metaphor. Is ‘watch
your language’ better?
Margaret Garner

~ Church Meeting held at Union Chapel
on Sunday 17th November 2019 ~
Present:, Anna Goodhart, Owen Jones, Margaret E, Ted L, Michael W,
Beryl D, Jonathan R, David G, Geoff W, Carole W, Lorna R, Leonie E,
Gwyn HR, Steve R, Andy H, Gwen M.
Apologies: Enid W, Nicola H, Margaret G, Alan R and Margaret R.
We welcomed Anna and Owen visiting for the weekend, who hope to
come on next year’s church weekend.
The Minutes of the October Meeting were approved.
Matters arising
The last meeting approved the signing of the document for the BU to
pay some of our pension liability significantly reducing the amount we
have to pay. The BU has asked for a small contribution towards the
cost of organising this, and the meeting agreed to pay this. Documents
have been sent off, though their receipt has not yet been
acknowledged.
Fabric update
New security lights are now installed outside all buildings, thanks to
David G for organising.

The installation of nine security cameras with recording around the
building to be installed by Phil Ng was approved, with 2 abstentions.
Some had understandable reservations, but it was generally felt to be
of benefit.
The need for GDPR review and signage was noted. Recorders would
be hidden, and footage only kept for a month, and only examined in
case of serious events.
We have been approached by the organisation GM Commoners Co op.
They wish to build a cooperative housing development on the Linton
House land. We are currently finding out more about them; Nicola is
researching and asking them questions, and Gwyn will advise as
needed. It was noted that commercial funding for building
developments is scarce currently, so it would probably not a good time
for the direct sale of the LH site.
Publicity
It was noted that the Christmas card was ready to go to the printers
(thanks to David G). Also note of appreciation to Alan R for continuing
to do the magazine. The Findachurch webpage and our own website
continue. Facebook page has not been updated since Cake lounge
was added. Andy, Isobel and Jess are working on a banner to go at the
front of the church on the garden notice-board. Michael reported that a
neighbour had said that they had not seen anyone from the church
recently, perhaps referring to visits for Christian Aid week.
There was no other business.
Date of the Next Meeting:

Sunday 19th January 2020
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